
 
Family Values Worksheet 

The Steps 
To come up with your own family 

values, follow the steps below. 

 
 

1. Start The Conversation  
Sit down with every member of your family (including 

the kids if they are at an appropriate age) and start to talk 

about what is important to you. Discuss what behaviors 

you want to exhibit as a family. Make a list, write them 

down. If you need help, here are some questions to 

prompt your conversation.  

 

 What do we want to be known for as a family?  

 What do we want to represent? 

 When looking at us, what do we want people to see? 

 Who are we as individuals?  

 Who can we be as a team?  

 How can we contribute to society?  

 How do we want to treat each other?  

 How do we want to treat others outside our family?  

 

 

 

2. Find The Big Ideas 
Take a look at your list. Group together similar ideas, 

combining them into categories. Now, name those 

categories. Example: You may find that many items on 

your list fall under the category of “Being Honest,” 

“Treating Others With Respect,” or “Spending Time 

Together.”  

 

 

 

3. Write Them Down  
Create your list, keep it to 3-5 items. Hang the list 

somewhere you can see it. Reference it regularly. 

Memorize it. There is no right or wrong here. Use your 

family values as a tool to hold yourself accountable to 

your priorities.  

 

 

Family Values 

Values are a 

person's principles 

or standards of 

behavior. When 

establishing your 

family values, you 

are defining what 

is most important 

to you as a family 

unit. Your values 

should have a 

major influence 

on the decisions, 

attitudes, and 

behaviors of your 

family. They 

should serve as a 

basic guideline, or 

reference, in all 

situations. 


